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I. Introduction 

This Needs Assessment report focuses on the question of how the Tawanmandi partner’s

activities are design and implements their programs to focus and how they mainstream youth 

in, programs, strategies and policies and as well as how they advocate for the youth rights.  

Tawanmandi is working to strengthen Afghan civil society and its relationship with the Afghan 

Government in order to improve the Government's accountability and responsiveness. This 

objective is in conformity with the Afghan Constitution. The Afghan Constitution in its preamble 

states that the constitution is intended to "form a civil society void of oppression , atrocity, 

discrimination as well as violence, based on rule of law, social justice, protecting integrity and 

human rights and attaining peoples' freedom and fundamental rights. 

Tawanmandi is funded by the United Kingdom, Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Switzerland. 

The British Council is contracted to implement the Tawanmandi program for the first two years 

before it is transferred to an Afghan civil society institution for implementation.  

The needs assessment mainly focused on the Tawanmandi Partners and how they mainstream 

the youth in their activities, programs policies and strategies and their advocacy approaches for 

youth rights and youth needs prioritizations.  

 

A. What is Organizational Capacity Assessment (OCA) 

Organizational capacity can be seen as a function of many different factors that exist within an 

organization and this process is solely like Needs Assessment. Individual capabilities, ways of 

organizing, cultural norms and physical assets all combine to enable an organization to work 

towards its mission. It refers to the ability of the organization to effectively manage its program 

to achieve the stated goals and objectives with minimum external assistance. 

 An Organizational Capacity Assessment (OCA) process encompasses a set of methods and tools 

that are designed to measure the capacity of an organization or a specific unit of the 

organization. Although there are variations of the individual tools used and varying approaches 

used in administering the OCA processes, all OCA processes are similar with respect to their 

focus: the focus is on the internal components of an organization although service delivery and 

external relations might also be dealt with. Organizational capacity assessments can be 

externally driven by Northern organizations to back up funding decisions, plan capacity-building 

activities or serve as tools for monitoring and evaluation. Internally driven OCAs are conducted 

by organizations who realize that ongoing self-assessment is an integral part in remaining a 

healthy organization. Organizational Development (OD) practitioners and capacity-building 

agents use capacity assessment for evaluating organizational growth over time. 
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Box 1: Main Areas of Focus 

 Focus on Partners programs 
and policies 

 Partners Challenges and 
Opportunities in accords to 
youth mainstreaming 

 Partners strengthens and 
weaknesses points 

B. Background 

Afghan Civil Society Forum-organization (ACSFo) was established in partnership between 

Afghancivilsocietyactorsand“Swisspeace”(aSwissprivatefoundationforthepromotionof

peace) at the request of 76 participants of the first Afghan Civil Society Conference in Bad 

Honnef, Germany in 2001. 

This conference was facilitated by Swisspeace parallel to the meeting of political 

representatives organized by the UN at Petersburg near Bonn. The goal of the conference was 

to involve Afghan civil society in the peace and reconstruction process of their country in order 

to achieve a more sustainable post-conflict reconstruction than a simple top-down government 

approach. The Afghan Civil Society Forum-organization began its activities in February 2002 

after initial funds were secured from the Swiss and German governments. 

 

The ACSF Office in Kabul was opened two months later in May 2002. ACSFo having one decade 

oftremendousachievementsandexperiences, it iscommittedto itsmission”tofacilitatethe

process of citizen building and state building through advocacy, capacity building and 

coordination”. ACSFo has been able to reach to the remotest areas (directly or through

partners) of Afghanistan. It has implemented many different projects in the areas of advocacy, 

rule of law, civic education, peace building and research. ACSFo, being a major civil society 

forum has served the purpose of improving coordination and networking among civil society 

actors as well as bridging the gap between the citizens and the Afghan government. As a result, 

ACSFo as established the widest network of grass-root Civil Society Organizations, donors, 

partners, and committed individuals all over Afghanistan with around 322 members and 

partners (147 member organizations, 88 individual members and around 87 partners). ACSFo 

Regional Offices are located in Mazar-e-Sharif, Jalalabad, Paktiya, Kunduz, Kandahar, Herat and 

Bamyan. In order to promote the concept of civil society, raise public awareness, undertake 

policy and issue advocacy and strengthen coordination among civil society actors. 
 

C. Purpose and Objectives 

The purpose of this needs assessment was to see 

how the Tawanmandi partners working or engaging 

youth and how they mainstream youth in their 

activities, programs policies and strategies and their 

advocacy approaches for youth rights and youth 

needs prioritizations. The needs assessments were 

in SWOT analysis style and OD assessment these 

patterns applied in the target CSOs and partners to 

identify the major gaps and shortcomings of the 

CSOs in the sector. Afterwards, the report will be shared with Tawanmandi for suggestions and 

recommendations. 
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In this Needs Assessment we gained signification knowledge and information of the 
Tawanmandi Partners activities on youth. However, they still required capacity building in 
terms of prioritizing and formulating coherent strategies tools and methodologies of addressing 
youth priorities and needs in Afghanistan. For this, there is a vital need to design and 
implement capacity development programs.  

 

D. Methodology and Approaches 

This part presents the Needs Assessment Methodology, when Tawanmandi staff designing the 
Needs Assessment Toolkits (Annex A) they focused on the number of issues to be covered by 
this assessment. Needs Assessment (NA) methodologies and approaches mainly focus on 
partner’s strengths, weakness, opportunities and challenges (SWOT). In order to assess the 
partner’s functions and activities on youthmainstreamingwe have determined on following 
methodologies: 

 Face to face meetings  

 Questionnaires 

 Open discussion  

 MoM Taking and Recording 
Individual interviews hold with all the Tawanmandi partners in Kabul, Balkh and Nangarhar 

provinces of Afghanistan. The Needs Assessment processes have enabled us to analyze the 

Tawanmandi Partners and use from SWOT methods. The Needs Assessment Methods and 

Approaches covered the following questions, which illustrates as pursuant by partners by 

partners:  

I. Tawanmandi Partners 

A. Tawanmandi Partners in Balkh Province 

Needs Assessment in Balkh province conducted from 27, April – 01, May, 2014. In this 

assessment we have covered around 20 partners of Tawanmandi, which the list of them shared 

by Tawanmandi with ACSFo.  

1. Afghanistan Human Rights and Democracy Organization (AHRDO) 

AHRDO is established to contribute to empowering the voices and demands of war survivors 

andvictims’ for justiceandpeace.Survivorsof thewarneed tobe included in the transition

processes both political, security and otherwise. 

During its partnership with Tawanmandi, AHRDO will establish six victim Shuras in Kabul and 

Balkh with the aim of providing space for survivors of war to share their experiences and gain 

strength as a community. 
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AHRDO will work with members through arts to enable the Shuras have dialogues about the 

past and how a better future can be shaped. AHRDO will also run an advocacy program in both 

provinces to ensure victims and survivors have access to local officials, civil society and media 

as a result of which their demands for justice will be heard and amplified. 

1.1. Working Area 

Approach for a democratic society based on heed human rights, justice and people 

participation. 

 

Struggle and commitment for development 

and characterized human rights in 

Afghanistan with using various cultural and 

artistic methodologies, forms the mission 

of this organization. This is caused better 

debates between different rank of society 

properly vulnerable rank of society related 

with peace building, participation, civic 

responsibilities, social justice and especially 

the role of citizens to democratize the 

society.  

For making a democratic society we are 

committed to predispose for collecting variety ideas and variety experience to change the 

horror to friendship, despair to hope, hesitate to understandings and individual attempt to 

collective power. 

 Support and create a sound and safe environment for participation and debates of 

majority deprived, silent and secluded people in order to find a good strategy to 

enhancethecitizen’scapacityandmakepowertheir role indifferent juridical section,

social and cultural via offering specific legal opinions and policy maker opinion to 

governmental officials, non-governmental and elected specific issues. 

 Assistance and support for localizing procedure of human rights and democracy based on 

social values, cultural and social visual realities. 

 Predispose for creation and encouragement of individual initiatives for participation and 

partnership for localizing the human rights issues and institutionalized   human rights 

values in different sectors in order to reinforce the culture of human rights and 

democratized the society. 

 Help and support the comprehensive debates related with peace, compromise and 

justice through direct participation of survivors and war victim’s especially victimized

entities as a core element make decision how to deal with past situations. 
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 Creation of an environment for women to reinforce their role. 

 

Around 9 people are working with AHRDO that more than 55% of them are youth. The majority 

of them are youth. In decision making process all staff, especially youth giving their opinion in 

organization activities and organization development. Head of organization feel himself/herself 

responsible to consider and respect the youth and staff opinion. 

1.2. Findings and Discussions 

AHRDO doesn’t have any specific policy and strategy for Youth. They request from those 

experts and organization to make an inclusive policy for Youth to vivid and lighten the role of 

youths in society.  

They urged from expert organizations predispose them to work with youth and support them 

for implementing project related to youth. One of the AHRDO (Afghanistan Human Rights and 

Democracy Organization) characteristic is; working with war victims. Indeed those youths are 

had more challenges and problems, are inclusive of war victims. 

Improvement of educational capacity both in apprenticeship and job finding can help youth in 

for better life. But conducting such projects required financial aids; unfortunately AHRDO is 

facing lack of fund in this regard.  

2. Afghanistan Development & Welfare Services Organization (ADWSO) 

 

ADWSO works with the Afghanistan 

poorest communities in over 20 

provinces. ADWSO works to improve 

Institutional capacity, education, 

women rights and women 

empowerment, enhance rural 

livelihoods and food security, increase 

access to clean water and sanitation, 

expand economic opportunity, help 

vulnerable people adapt to climate 

change, and provide lifesaving 

assistance during emergencies.  

ADWSO started its working on 20 December 2007 with plan and commitment for a sustainable 

youth development, equal access and participation in all social and communal development 

processes, and addressed the greatest issues of concern towards youths. 

ADWSO is a youth run organization which devoted itself for awareness on human rights, youth 
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empowerment through sustainable ideas and projects. A unique thing in among their staff is 

that they are not working in ADWSO just for salary but they have intention and interest for 

subjected areas and committed to the mission and vision of the organization.  

ADWSO started its journey from a social association and voluntarily worked in aforementioned 

areas for about five years in Northern region of the country. Beside our permanent members, 

we have several of volunteers in the field in all Northern provinces. Our organization strongly 

believes in unless we have a strong, participatory and rational civil society, we would not be 

able to have consolidated democracy in the country. Thus, we strongly dedicated to strengthen 

our society which is an indirect struggle toward achieving consolidated democracy. ADWSO has 

been working in the region on legal advocacy, human rights awareness, sport activities, civic 

engagement and community mobilization for one and a half year and had very impressive 

results from the work. As mentioned before, ADWSO started its work as social association and 

after four years it changed to an organization. ADWSO has been working in the region on 

subjected fields for last three to four years. 

2.1. Working Area 

An equitable and sustainable society where people in general and youth in particular live in 

peace with dignity and have access to equal rights and justices. ADWSO board of management 

adopted to promote youth issue and engage youth in multi development process and sector. 

ADWSO have been working in the region on advocacy, human rights awareness, sport activities, 

civic engagement and community mobilization for one and a half year and had very impressive 

results from the work.  

ADWSO already has youth networks in the area which always been supportive in our activities 

and all these networks are working in these subjected areas. They have two decisive actions for 

creating this policy (1) to promote youth issue (2) streamline youth in every operation and 

project of ADWSO and its partner. This policy would act as facilitator to identify, mainstream 

and monitor youth issues in every sector. 

ADWSO already has youth networks in the area which always been supportive in their activities 

and all these networks are working in the subjected areas. They all know that the security 

situation in that region is worse and implementation of such projects is problematic but 

ADWSO has a competitive advantages which are youth network, mobilized Shuras and sport 

team  

Mainly they   through those projects targeted the youth problems. So they can claim that 45-50 

percent of project implemented by   ADWSO directly related to youth. 
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Majority of Afghanistan population are youth so inevitably majority of their projects and 

activities directly or indirectly has link with youth concerns and problems (including young men 

and women). 

2.2. Findings and Discussions 

ADWSO is a youth run organization which devoted itself for awareness on human rights, youth 

empowerment through sustainable ideas and projects. 

Around ninety percent of their staffs are young people including young men and women which 

working in an atmosphere which brings feeling of ownership and considering the presence of 

young employees in their organizational structure prove that most of the organizational 

decisions are made by youth. So they use the creativity and initiative of youth to bring changes 

and develop our organization.  

The most and big concern is social traditions which youth face such as; (wedding ceremony 

costs and Bad (force marriage of girl with a person from victim family) and so many others)     

which cause resistance against advocacy for youth. 

ADWSO concern is none sustainability of the durable funds that they are taking from donors 

and they cannot continue without their help so in the absence of donors it will be a big 

problem.  

High percentage of youth population also is a big opportunity. 

Traditionally the varieties groups (patriarchal culture) are against any participation of youth 

groups in decision making and will resist with every action which brings them down and give 

chance to young people having hand in high rank of social position. ADWSO needs to be helped 

in making youth policy for youth mainstreaming for achieving this goal we need manual, 

training and any other assistance to raise ability of the ADWSO staffs.  

3. Women and Children Life Improvement Organization (WCLIO) 

WCLIO is working for Education and health and bringing positive changes to the life of 

disadvantaged children and women.  

3.1. Working Area 

WCLIO works to help the afghan children and women in two areas of health and education and 

to bring positive changes to the life of disadvantaged children and women and as well as 

working in the fields of health, women rights, education, and advocacy to combat corruption. 
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3.2. Findings and Discussions 

60-70 percent of WCLIO’s programs

cover the youth; they have various 

committees which contain the youth. 

These committees are working as 

advocates to combat corruption. In 

education part, they refer much 

training on computer knowledge and 

etc for the youth. WCLIO has 

organized two resource centers in 

which the youth get together to study 

and do the researches. These are 

immune places for the young girls in 

particular.    

98 percent of WCLIO staffs are the youth. Mostly, they get together to make organizational 

decisions. WCLIO listens to the suggestions and try to have an evaluation on it.  

Generally WCLIO designed the programs which cover the children and women. Sometimes it is 

difficult to target the children in some areas, but they make many efforts to at least cover the 

women. For the sustainability of the organization and its activities, they involve the youth, 

because WCLIO believes that in a decade, it will be the youth generation who can create and 

design programs and will have roles in making big and major decisions and policy. At least 60 

percent of their beneficiaries are from the youth and they do their best to increase it. Because 

these youth are able to work effectively, they can successfully increase WCLIO indirect 

beneficiaries in both number and quality which is the most effective part of their work. 

Youth can be strong human resources to take big steps toward the improvement of their 

societies. The problems over the way youth are the economical problems which make the 

youth feel they are weak and they lose their self-confidence.  

It is severely needed to motivate the youth generation. They there should be programs to build 

the capacity of the youth. However, the capacity building relates to the governmental 

organization. Furthermore, they need capacity building trainings on youth mainstreaming and 

youth engagement in social issues.  

4. Better Afghanistan for Peace and Human Rights (BAO) 

BAOPHR is working to Create a dynamic Afghan society with high respect to human rights and 

fulfillment of the both female and male equal rights in all aspect of their life and of course with 

respect to national and international standards of human rights.  
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Better Afghanistan Organization for 

Peace and Human Rights (BAOPHR) is a 

non-governmental, non-political, 

independent and non-profit 

organization founded in 2008 to 

promote peace, justice, gender 

equality and human rights in 

Afghanistan.  

BAOPHR envision in Afghanistan where 

its citizens respect human rights 

observe culture of peace and adopt 

democratic elements and missions to 

seek creating lasting solution to human rights, civic engagement and good governance through 

capacity building and mainstreaming initiatives in Afghanistan. 

The key programs that BAOPHR seeks to focus include: peace building, human rights and good 

governance. Pursuing the mission statement and program key areas, the BAOPHR seeks to 

achieve the following goals that include: 

 Increasing 25% of Afghan citizens’ participation in creation of a government that is

accountable and transparent to all, and region of North, North-East and West of 

Afghanistan. 

 Foster public awareness on human rights in order to observe rights of women, children 

and people with disabilities in Afghanistan. 

 Provide model of supports for people, government and civil society entities, either 

directly or through partnerships and peace building processes.  

The organization has reached most of the northern region both urban and rural areas. The 

organization has been supported by different national and international donors including Rights 

and Democracy (R&D), UNIFEM, UN Women, CREATIVE, TAWANDANDI, Free and Fair Election 

Foundation for Afghanistan (FFEFA). 

The organization has hands on experience on gender equality and women empowerment in 

northern region of Afghanistan through implementing numerous development projects and 

campaigns. 

The organization has hands on experience on gender equality and women empowerment I 

northern region of Afghanistan through implementing numerous developmental projects and 

campaigns. 
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The organization was registered on June 2008 as Better Afghanistan Organization (BAO) with 

ministry of Economy of Afghanistan. Since the name of the organization did not describe the 

clear image of BAOPHR; therefore, the Board of Directors of the organization changed its name 

and re-registered as Better Afghanistan Organization for Peace and Human Rights (BAOPHR) on 

December 12, 2013 under Ministry of Economy with license number of 2768. 

4.1. Working Area 

BAOPHR exists to support Women, Youth, Minorities and People with Disabilities to have full 

community participation and civic engagement. These individual are the organization’s

“primaryclients”.ThecoverageareasofBAOPHRaretheNorthern,North-East and West parts 

of Afghanistan. 

Objectives: 

 To build trust and respect for Human Rights. 

 To help to strengthen the rule of law. 

 To eliminate unlawful discriminatory practices. 

 To promote culture of peace. 

 To initiate national discourses and debates on core values of civil society and 

democracy. 

 To promote a cultural of tolerance. 

 To promote respect for institutions emerged out of democratic processes. 

 Reduction of culture of violence and domestic violence. 

 Working on gender equality. 

 To promote nonviolent conflict transformation. 

Activities: 

 Implemented (Establishing the mentality of respect for women rights in society) project, 

funded by Rights & Democracy from Nov 2008-Jan 2009. 

 Implemented (Establishing the mentality of respect for women rights in society) project, 

funded by EVAW/UNIFEM from Jan- end of Dec 2009. 

 Implemented (Monitoring of election process) project, funded by FEFA, from 1th Sep-

1th Nov 2009. 

 Implemented (Skill building for Afghan women, Management , computer Science, 

English language and Women Rights) project, funded by US Embassy, from 1th May 

2011- end of Aug 2011. 

Implemented (Establishing the mentality of respect for women rights in society) project, funded 

by UNWOMEN, from 1th Sep2012-30 Sep2013. 
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4.2. Findings and Discussions 

The said that: one issue is valuable to discuss is, youth participation in political and social tides. 

But unfortunately the cultural Atmosphere is old Chieftain. If One has more age and is older 

than others, their opinions are respectable and acceptable and every one refers to them, 

whetherheorshehasknowledgeornot.Butinoursocietypeopledidn’thaveconfidenceon

them. Especially those youth are mobilized by technology and have huge information from 

society and other parts. 

BAOPHR has programs for youth: 

 Youth Debates: - In debate 100 participants attending, which the 70% of these 

participants are youth as our target groups. 

 Workshops: - We are staging these workshops in district level for youth about human 

rights. 

 Thoseyouthgraduatedfromschoolalsotheycan’tfindchancetogovernmentalhigher

education and also they are not able to pay education fee for private higher education 

and they can’t find jobs due to have problemswith computer andmanagement, we

trained 50 young girls in management and computer and we will expand this program 

up to 500 youth. 

35 staffs are working with BAOPHR, just 7 staffs are above 35 years old, remain of them are all 

youth (under 35 years old). 

Due to this which the bulk of our organization staffs are youth according to this they have direct 

role in office and administrative decisions. BAOPHR office always adverts to youth decisions and 

using their ideas as a guide for organizational development. 

BAOPHR don’t have close communicationwith relatedMinistries and organizations in Kabul

becausewedon’thaveofficeinKabul. This is one of their weakness points. 

Good management in their organization is a strength and outstanding point for them, all 

projects implementing according to determine budget, time and quality. 

Existence of corruptions in governmental organization and ministries is a big threat and 

challenges that they are facing on the other hand they have to maintain good communications 

with governmental organizations as a key stakeholders. For solving these problems they often 

use from their personal familiarity to do their organizational activities. 

Many families don’t allow their daughters to come in BAOPHR office or in their course for 

learning computer and other educations due to lack of trust. 

So far BAOPHR organizationuntilnowdoesn’t have a codification policies related the Youth. 
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They still need for support and patronage to go toward of systematic activities for youth. There 

are less Civil Society Organization (CSO) which make their policies by themselves but some 

specific consultant organization exist, making policies and strategies. Where they know that 

one of the issues that TAWANMANDI’s supportCSO is that to allocated a specific budget to

attach with proposal of project.  

5. Stara e Sahar radio and TV 

Stara e Sahar TV launched at 2010 in Balkh and by 2012 to the all parts of Kundoz province and 

all part of Takhar, Sare e Pul, Jowzjan, Maymana and Baghlan. 

 Since Stara e Sahar radio and TV is a media company therefore, are involved in video 

production as well 

 They are producing different type of video 

 Implementing of various TV programs 

5.1. Working Area 

 Sport program is half hour program every week; all the participants are youth and 
children. 

 Non-stop Music is our program 

 Women programs in 1 hour program which all beneficiaries are women especially young 
women 

 another small entertainment programs as well 
 

Youth Activities: 

 TV sport program for Youth and children. 

 Implementing program for youth such as unemployment issues 

 Women Voice program for women 

 In future we will start a program for youth to discuss their problems in the society, 

where they are living 

5.2. Findings and Discussions 

More than half of the organization staffs are youths. They have 45 staff among them 80% is 

youth. 

The majority of their staffs 

constitute the organization. That is 

why they have outstanding part in 

organization decisions .especially 

the head of organization give them 

the authority to sign the contract if 
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he was at leave.  Also 10 youth constitute our board member.  

Bulks of their organization staffs are youth, they work honestly and tireless also organization 

count on them as an organizational power. 

Strengths: 

This TV is special for youth and all section of the organization managing by youth. More than 

100 youth take practical and Theoretical trainings in this organization during 5 past years. 

 

Weakness: 

They need experts in; policing making for youth mainstreaming for their programs, technique, 

Engineering, Radio and Television. 

 

Opportunity: 

Stara e Sahar TV is in expanding its area and struggling to cover more area by Satellites.  

Introducing elite youths through TV programs to governmental organizations and support them 

to involve in job. 

Threat (Challenges): 

Governmental Organizations are not in a good communication with them and not eager to keep 

contact with them. Existence of corruption is more gigantic than other problems in 

governmental organizations. 

 

They need experts to make them and inclusive Policy, Strategy on youth and technical persons 

to help them in repairing of technical machine related to radio and television. 

6. Assistance for Health, Education and Development (AHEAD) 

AHEAD contributes to improve the quality of Afghan families’ life through provision and

distribution of quality health, education services, awareness, community development, civil 

society development, capacity building and research. 

 

A group of energetic experienced and 

comparatively young social workers established 

AHEAD in 2008. AHEAD as a non-governmental, 

non-political and non-for profit organization 

aims to contribute in improvement of social 

welfare, education standard improvement, 

social development, civil society development 

and public health.  The organization is 

registered under license number 1259 with 
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Ministry of Economy (MoE) government of Afghanistan 

 

The initial activity of AHEAD was to train up YCDP – Youth and Children Development Program 

staff on financial management, business management and supervisory skills and initial funding 

of the project was made by its founder members. The first activity of the organization was upon 

invitation of WASH cluster to send proposals on implementation of School Lead Total Sanitation 

SLTC project supported by Save the Children SC/UK in early 2009. By beginning this, AHEAD 

become member of the WASH cluster and has attending meetings and activities being 

supported by this cluster since then.  

 

The long term Vision of the realization and development of public health, education, 

community development and a vibrant and vital civil society in Afghanistan where the interest, 

concerns and dignity of the civilians are taken seriously and more people have access to 

resources. The Mission of considered as: “contribution to improve the quality of Afghan

families’lifethroughprovisionanddistributionofqualityhealth,educationservices,awareness,

community development, civil society development, capacity building and research. 

6.1. Working Area 

 

Health Sector: 

To improve the quality of health services especially maternal and child health in rural and 

underserved areas and to increase access of Afghan families to quality health services. 

 

Education and Vocational Trainings: 

To provide education opportunities to orphans by establishing literacy courses in rural areas 

with special focus on women. 

 

Capacity Building: 

To develop the capacity of health care providers and Afghan professionals by conducting long 

and short term training courses and workshops. 

 

Community Development and Agriculture: 

To build and develop the capacity of the community through vocational trainings, agriculture, 

livestock and other development services associations. 

 

Youth Involvement Activities 

 We had a project in environmental hygiene in Balkh Province.  
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 The other project was Capacity building for, Islamic high schools teachers in Balkh 

province this project is still in continuation. 

 Apprenticeship project was completed for those youth which they graduated from 

schools and universities to familiarize them how they can find jobs. This project was 

funded by UASAID. 

 Implemented workshops in management, human resource and many other 

management areas for youth. 

6.2. Findings and Discussions 

They said that; about 70% of the organization staffs are forming by youth. All the youth are member of 

their advisory board. They are participating in organization decision making and other issues as a fresh 

and new minded persons. 

Strength: 

The vast majority of the organization is youth; this is a big strength for us.  

 

Weakness: 

The non-sustainability of their project is one of the organization weaknesses; the lack of 

financial budgets is the main reason. 

Opportunities: 

 Maintaining a better communication with governmental entities in province level. 

 Besides, all donors are satisfied from our conducting of projects and this culture will be 

saving in our organization. 

Threats: 

 Language discrimination among youth but not in high level. 

 Existence of Bad tradition against young girls and women to go out from home properly 

to work or be as a project stakeholder. 

 Government’sadministrativeprolixprocedureisanotherproblemagainstouractivities. 

They haven’t any strategy and policy especially in youth. But the requested from specialist 

organization to help them in this section. 

 

7. Salam Watandar (SW) 

SW is working on the different projects 

from different donors and one of those 

donors which supported us is 

Tawanmandi; in addition, we are active 
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in health sector, agriculture, political affairs, election and different other programs. We have 65 

radio partners in 34 provinces, more than public awareness we train our staffs to increase their 

awareness and also inviting the local radios' staffs to Kabul and conducting different workshops 

to train them for the purpose of capacity building, as we last year had a workshop in Kabul and I 

was one of the participants.   

We have several youth targeted programs like 1-conducting the dialogues in network and in 

relation to social youth problems 2- Arranging research reports and make as a feature and then 

send to Kabul to broadcast by Salam Watandar; in the meantime, 3-we investigate the cases of 

the girls in remote villages and areas that sexually assaulted and write intensive reports then 

broadcasted.4- For developing the youth sports also have different programs and 5- particularly 

have for those who are illiterate mainly in villages that  are busy in agriculture we conduct 

classes to literate them.  

Salam Watandar according to one of the assessment of the United States embassy and partner 

organization through a survey, have more than 17 million listeners that every programs has its 

own listeners   

7.1. Working Area 

They said that; SW is mainly working on media and affairs related to public awareness, 

broadcasting the news, anti-corruption and these include a broad range of sectors like social, 

political, economical, sports and etc. 

 

Youth Involvement Activities 

SW through the media policy and according to sources and projects available conduct  work on 

media to increase the public awareness and concentrate on the problem of youth such as anti-

corruption which harm the youth and focus on unemployment which force them to travel out 

of the country like Iran and endanger their life for earning the money. 

We will do assessment on needs and concerns of youth and make detailed reports and then 

finding the priorities we can decide on which we should focus and it is necessary to be told that 

finding source is another challenge that we take it in to considerations. 

7.2. Findings and Discussions 

They said that; Salam Watandar as a youth running organization as the youth include 99% 

percent of its staffs and decisions only made by youth therefore the role of youth are 

important. 
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They have equipment, skilled staffs and long organizational experience in youth affairs which 

enable us to work with youth and by having 17 million listeners as a ground we can deal any 

challenges and depending our fund on donors to run and continue the specific programs which 

needs to be sustainable is a big problem so it may be counted as a weakness. 

SW is as a youth running organization have ability to assess the needs, problems and dealing 

with youth very comfortably according to information that we have from youth wishes, ideas, 

concerns and challenges so we recognize this as an opportunity, but we face with threat by 

those committed crimes and make obstacles or try to make, during investigation and 

advocating for victims(the cases relate to girls victims from remote areas that mainly sexually 

assaulted by gun lords suns and powerful men that have root in different stages of power). 

They need to be supported in youth mainstreaming programs developing and developing of a 

youth policy.  

8. Services Organization for Unity & Development (SOUND) 

Services Organization for Unity and Development (SOUND) is a non-profit, impartial 

humanitarian organization established in 2009 under registration number 1507 with the 

Ministry of Economy in Kabul, Afghanistan. It strives to promote culture of unity and social 

justice, good governance and gender equality through offering social protection services, civic 

education, and civil society developmental initiatives in Afghanistan. It partners with human 

rights and humanitarian law activists, legal advocates and humanitarian organizations working 

alongside justice, gender equality, good governance, youth leadership and women rights 

empowerment around the country. SOUND envisions culture of peace promoted, communities 

mobilized/united to sustain social justice, and civil society entities developed to perform as 

strong advocates in Afghanistan. Achieving organization’s aims, SOUNDwill pursue following

three main activities in areas of influence. SOUND in influence areas, are; 

 Good Governance and Public Outreach  

 Civil Society Strengthening 

 Advocacy (media, rallies, research, lobbies and other advocacy tactics). 
 
SOUND implemented a project funded by 

TAWANMANDI Program, that include 

objectives of raising awareness of 70,400 

people regarding negative implications of 

corruption; in frame of Islamic rules and 

regulations through 16 Religious 

Scholars; Production of 10 educational 

spots and broadcast 20 times (each 
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twice) through private TVs publicly for men and women during three months project; 

Promoting anti-corruption issues through Facebook, engaging youths, school and college 

students in order to sensitize the youths to put efforts in reducing corruption in Afghanistan; 

Broadcasting  2 twenty-minute TV round table through RZU TV, Conducting two trainings on 

Strategic Thinking and Strategic Leadership (each two days) for 20 CSOs to set their 

organizational objectives strategically, and understand the leadership styles and recognize best 

practices for adoption in their organizations. 

In the meantime another project was funded by Counterpart International that titled 

“EnhancingPublicAwarenessonGenderIssuesandWomenRightsAdvancement”.Theproject

aimed to enhance public awareness on gender issues and to promote/advance women rights 

knowledge publicly in order to support: women’s access to justice; reduce violence (child +

forced marriage and physical torture), and establish a team of Community Paralegals to engage 

in violence cases solution and refer to local courts.   

The project is designed and carried out through 3 objectives dealing Training conductions to 45 

Community Paralegals; publishing booklets and posters illustrating penalties and punishments 

against violent acts and other EVAW law adoption; and production + Screening 

documentary/movie through broadcasting by private TV (nationally) and mobile cinemas 

(locally).  

SOUND offered educational trainings on Human & mainly Women Rights in 8 different schools 

(male & Female) of Balkh & Samangan provinces. The aim was to educate young people, 

society’swelfare activists, to observeHumanRights in communities and families. Fundedby

ASGP,CREATIVEInt’l- USAID partner. In a project funded by Counterpart International, raised 

the awareness of 4500 influential community elders, head of Community Development Councils 

(CDC) & Provincial Council members through trainings on: gender equality , right to education, 

right to work, Impartial trial, citizenship and negative implications of bribery in the social life. In 

addition to that, through another project funded Counterpart International, SOUND raised the 

awareness of 500 female teachers in 15 High Schools of Balkh Provinces. 

SOUND conducted civic education awareness rising sessions on women rights and women and 

politics to women in districts level through volunteer civic educators in Samangan and Balkh 

provinces. Through these sessions, more than 500 people benefited. 

8.1. Working Area 

SOUND will pursue following three main activities in areas of influence 

 Good Governance and Public Outreach  

 Civil Society Strengthening 

 Advocacy (media, rallies, research, lobbies and other advocacy tactics) 
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Youth Involvement 

They said that; Currently, SOUND implements a project being funded by National Endowment 

for Democracy (NED). The project is designed to raise awareness of 7260 men, women, 

minorities and youths in five districts of Balkh province through Civic Education Sessions and 

Volunteers Groups regarding Good Governance, Parliament, Elections and Human Rights. The 

project duration covers 12 calendar months. 

8.2. Findings and Discussions 

They said that; Currently, SOUND implements a project being funded by National Endowment 

for Democracy (NED). The project is designed to raise awareness of 7260 men, women, 

minorities and youths in five districts of Balkh province through Civic Education Sessions and 

Volunteers Groups regarding Good Governance, Parliament, Elections and Human Rights. The 

project duration covers 12 calendar months. 

All of their employees are youth. The major decisions, we have a board of directors in which 

mostly we receive the new ideas and make the decisions. 90 percent of the board is consisting 

the youth and it make sense when we say that majorly decisions are made by the youth.  

They had many projects that most of the beneficiaries were youth people because they are so 

much willing to work and participate in activities which benefited the society so our experience 

and skills are strength. 

SOUND says; we are youth and no one knows more than us how much the youth has potential 

power to work and devotee to change and develops the country and improves the life people 

but in doing all of them we may face with traditional people that due to religious belief and 

other customs may make barrier. And war lords and corrupt persons also are opponent.  

We need being helped to make youth policy and in youth mainstreaming trainings. 

9. Youth and Children Development Program (YCDP) 

Self-sufficiency of the youth generation is our important goal so for achieving that we have had 

various programs in different sectors like education, sport, and advocacy not only in Mazar-e-

sharif but also in some other northern provinces.  

9.1. Working Area 

They said that; According to our goal indication for Self-sufficiency of the youth generation, we 

have an ongoing program to work on drug addiction by the question of why the youth become 

drug addicts and find the social ground and other factors which cause this. Beside this we have 

advocacy program which targeted the women rights, in addition to defend the women rights, 
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tries to increase the women information to defend their rights. Raise their information from 

law of the prohibition of the violence against women are another program we have which is 

currently going on. 

Youth Involvement 

They mentioned that; the names of 

our organization and goal direct us to 

youth so considering that we work to 

bring self-sufficiency for the youth 

regarding this we need to work and 

spread the thought and ideas of 

volunteering works and collaboration 

in different areas of the country 

between the youth. We should 

motivate the people (especially 

youth) to bring changes in the society. This would be possible if the youth actively take part. 

They should be motivated to start working for the benefit of the society without any self-

interest. We do our best to pave the way for the youth in the field of education in order to have 

a generation with new ideas, having strong motivation of bringing changes with a high capacity. 

Therefore, we could have a self-sufficient youth and a better society to have better 

Afghanistan.  

9.2. Findings and Discussions  

They say; almost all of our employees are the youth so any point or any new idea which is 

stated in the weekly meeting that would be circulated to all stuff. They all will share their ideas. 

Then according the convincement of most of the staff the decision will be made.  

The talented and experienced staff and the strong management system based on studies and 

research about youth in different aspects, good working background and a lot of information in 

the youth era, is our strength. 

As you know we need fund raising to continue our job and this depend on donors and 

continuity of the projects sometimes depend on satisfying them so it may be not possible to 

convince them because of policy of donors and funding from society due to economic situation 

is not possible and endanger sustainability of our programs and existence. 

Youth willingness to changes, stabling their footsteps in the society and enthusiasm to 

participation in vital affairs and technology development which cause changes and this effect 

on youth group and the community base that our office has due to projects has done and many 

other reasons are our opportunity; in meantime, we for changing the situation, social 
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traditions, policies and law will face with resistance as an example: if want help a girl that her 

family want to give her in Bad(giving a girl to marriage forcedly in compensation to a murder) 

the family of two will stand opposite. It is a threat and much other case that may have in the 

process of advocacy.  

We need to a youth running CSOs to help us in accords to youth policy and as well as provide us 

trainings on youth mainstreaming.  

B. Tawanmandi Partners in Kabul Province 

Needs Assessment in Kabul province conducted from 27, April – 18, May, 2014. In this 

assessment we have covered around 12 partners of Tawanmandi, that the partners list shared 

by Tawanmandi with ACSFo.  

1. Afghanistan Center for Training and Development (ACTD) 

Afghanistan Center for Training and Development works in four areas empower civil society, 

Trainings, health and research. 

ACTD is an organization in which the majority of staff is all professional in their occupation it 

means that professionalism is the base of their work. In the health section their staff has a good 

background since most of them are doctors. 

In the past years in cooperation with the ministry of health ACTD had so many activities almost 

in 29 provinces of Afghanistan in providing refresher courses and other type of health related 

courses for the doctors, nurses and obstetrician. 

1.1. Working Area 

ACTD has activities in four main areas 

(health, civil society, research and trainings) 

in 15 provinces of Afghanistan.   

ACTD has central offices in Ghor, Qandahar, 

Helmand, Urzgan, Heart, Jalalabad and Kabul 

they have broad activities, beside they have 

activities such as health clinics mobile health 

clinics in Badakhshan, kundoz, Takhar, Mazar 

Sharif and in Ghazni and Urzuzgan provinces 

they might open central office and promote 

their activities. 

They have Trainings for CSOs on anti corruption, peace building, and access to justice 

approximately 5000 youth have been trained in these areas. 
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They help and conducted trainings for the youth who work in the field of health such as 

(refresher courses, health trainings, and health school for obstetrician) they created the 

obstetrician school for girls who were graduated from high school.  

They have approximately 13 schools for obstetrician and nurses. 

1.2. Findings and Discussions 

They have approximately 3000 staff who takes salary 60% to 70% are youth. Their health and 

training section are women 40% to 60% staff is female youth mostly they work in the provinces 

clinics. 

Strength:  

They have served their efforts a lot to encourage youths and in providing services to youth. 

Most of their personal are youth, he added that the staff who hired staff in finance section are 

newly graduated students and they received trainings in their organization beside job. They said 

if we do not pave the way and provide opportunities to youth the future development of this 

society that we believe on it would not be possible without the efforts of youth. 

 

 

Weakness:  

They said since there are lots of problems in Afghanistan the majority of the provinces that they 

carry out their activities have its problems, but the problems they noticed is that women 

participation is less in those areas since the existence of barriers ahead of them. In addition 

youth does not have sufficient access to education and lower possibilities of finding jobs for 

youth. For example in Zabul province which is a backward province, they found out that most of 

the workers doing job in there were from other provinces. The reason was lack of resources and 

access to education.  

Opportunities:  

The said that; since youth are themselves assets we should invest on youth. Expenditures and 

trainings took place for youth for example in their organization youth have been trained and 

introduced to other organizations and they provided job opportunities for them. 

 

Challenges:  

Resources are less and the budgets that exists is not adequate to specifically take in 

consideration or particularly design programs for youth, that needs adequate resources which 

can’tbepossiblewithout it 
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They said that; Coordination should be made with institutions and organizations that they hire 

or create job opportunities after they graduated or trained. Youth should have active 

participation in civil society sections and specifically in societal sections.  

2. Cooperation for Peace and Development (CPD) 

The goal of CPD is a developed democratic country with good governance, respect to 

constitutional rights of people (women and men) and good relations with international 

community.  

CPD is working to ensure Peace and 

Development through its agreed intervention 

strategies including awareness raising, civic 

education, capacity building, advocacy, and 

research, campaigning and service delivery. CPD 

is a bridge between marginalized Afghans 

especially women, youth, children and the 

disabled and decision makers including 

government, parliament and other concerned 

parties. The area of their activities are basic 

rights of citizens, conflict with administrative corruption, empower the nature of volunteerism 

for youth, member of world networks. 

2.1. Working Area 

They particularly work for youth in bagrami, paghman and dai sabz districts of Kabul provinces. 

They had the following programs for youth: 

 Initiator of the "Caravan of Change" in partnership with Women's World Summit 

Foundation (WWSF) for expansion of the global campaign (19 Days of Activism 

Prevention of Abuse and Violence against Youth/Children) to Afghanistan. Campaign 

was organized from 1 to 19 November 2012.  

 Joined Youth Service America (YSA) for Global Youth Service Day (GYSD) as the country 

partner of Afghanistan; campaign was organized from 26 to 28 April 2013 through 

different service and service learning projects with a commitment to organize it for 

years to come 

Implemented “Mobilizing & Organizing towards Promotion of Public Awareness on National 

Anti-CorruptionStrategy”a7monthproject (FebruarytoAugust2012)aimedatencouraging

Afghan youth and women’s engagement in national Anti-Corruption movement, giving the 

voice to their desire for promoting anti-corruption in order to enjoy their basic rights and 
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facilitating advocacy on the negative impacts of corruption affecting the life of Afghans 

especially of youth and women.  

Project activities included developing an awareness raising guideline and organizing awareness 

raising sessions for youth and women on anti-corruption, Afghan Anti-Corruption, volleyball 

and football tournaments, article writing and drawing contests on anti-corruption and 

developing, publishing and disseminating a collection of top articles and drawings. 

2.2. Findings and Discussions 

261 working members 200 members are volunteers and all of them are youth. 50-100 are 

males and the rest are females.  

Strength:  

They worked for 4000 girl students, they promoted sports in girl’s school, and theywork for

youth and for a positive change. 

Weakness:  

Lack of financial resources.  

 

Challenges:  

Memorandum of understanding with education department takes 2 to 3 months and working 

with families of youth was challenges for them.  

They want the specialist organization working for youth mainstreaming to cooperate them in 

the policy, advocacy and campaigning.   

3. Da Qanoon Ghushtonky (DQG) 

The goal of this organization is Access to justice 

(women, children, vulnerable). Da Qanoon 

qushtonky is a legal aid organization advocating for 

an equitable and safe Afghanistan in which women, 

Children and men can receive justice.   

Implementation of constitution values, fight against 

different kind of discrimination and violence, 

respect to social values and active civil society. 

The objectives of this organization can be illustrated 

as following: 

Objectives: 
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 Undertake research on law-related issues in Afghanistan and provide advice to Afghan 

legal entities 

 Provide legal aid for vulnerable people, including women, children, and men. 

 Train legal practitioners, Law and shariah Law students 

 To raise the awareness of the public regarding Afghan law and human rights. 

3.1. Working Area 

The area of their activities is providing:  

 Legal assistances  

 Legal capacity building 

 Family legal cases for women 

 Legal and punishment cases mostly youth is involved in such cases 

 Legal awareness workshops for students of law and shariha law and defense lawyers 

 Mobile sms messages to 5000 people 

 Mobile legal awareness clinicsinareaswherepeopledoesn’thaveaccesstoresources 

They provide free legal assistance, free defense lawyers to the youth criminals both male and 

female. They surveyed 20 thousand legal punishment cases to date that majority of them were 

youth and the reason was lack of job opportunities for youth, in addition youth are mostly 

involved in family cases. 

In the awareness section they provide legal awareness, in aspect of youth equal rights they 

have 163 legal awareness mobile clinics in various provinces most youth participants, the total 

number of participants in these clinics are 8150 most are female and also they send sms 

messages of legal awareness to 5000 people.  

They provided trainings and workshops in various aspects of legal rights and legal system 

majority of participants were youth from male and female students of law and Shariah Law. 

They train 90 defense lawyers and all the participants in these trainings are youth. They 

produce legal awareness materials on human, women’s, and children’s right topics in Dari, 

Pashto and English such as: posters, books, brochures and booklets.  

3.2. Findings and Discussions 

Majority of their staff is youth they have 53 youth staff out of which 50% are female. They said 

that; they provide opportunities for youth and they play vital role in decision making in our 

organization when they need to make decision in anything they give value to not only to youth 

but all our staff and they ask for their opinion and advice. As mentioned the head and founder 

of DQG is female youth.  
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Also In their employment process they give the priority to youth considering competency of the 

candidates. 

Theweakpoint is thattheydon’thaveprojectunderthetitleofyouthandtherearesmaller

amount of specific donors granting projects for youth programs. 

 

The said that: we did not face any challenges related to youth during work for youth. But youth 

lacking experience, Minority of the youth that are in the age of 25 has lack of experience. They 

wanted from the expert organization to provide them trainings and policy on how to 

mainstream youth in the programs and activities.  

 

4. Empowerment Center for Women (ECW) 

The goal of ECW is providing resources to Afghan women and girls to help them to be 

empowered, economically independent, and socially active.  

 

The Empowerment Center for women (ECW) was 

established in 1997 with the aim of providing 

resources to Afghan women and girls to help them 

to be empowered, economically independent, and 

socially active. Since its establishment 

continuously expanded its services to different 

parts of the country. ECW's vision is women's 

empowerment through supporting the expansion 

of assets and capabilities of Afghan women to 

participate in, negotiate with, influence, control 

and hold accountable institutions that affect their lives.  

 

ECWwasknownas“Educational&trainingCenterforpoorWomen&girlsofAfghanistan”and

due to a transition phase of providing need-based service to rights-based approach, the ECW 

Board of Director and Core Management decided on brining changes to the name, logo as well 

the strategic objective of this organization for broader activities, which was recently approved 

by Ministry of Economy. 

 

The new name of ECW was introduced to its entire stakeholders, as Empowerment Center for 

Women (ECW) with effect date from April 01, 2013. 

4.1. Working Area 

Empowerment of women, build the capabilities of women and men and make them 

independent also provide trainings and advocating. 
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In the area of educational and trainings we provide financial support to girls lacking ability to 

continue their education. Encourage youth to volunteerism and make youth groups in 

provinces. 

4.2. Findings and Discussions 

They said that; they have around 90% of the staff is youth including management committee 

who play the key role in decision making. ECW worked for youth and will work for youth and we 

have youth group the strength point is we have good relations and are well known. The weak 

point is that the programs are project base and we could not carry on further. 

 

There have been opportunities for fund raising and the staff and organization took advantages 

of the capacity building programs. Professional trainings were opportunities but our challenge 

was lack of financial support. There has to be exchange of ideas among youth and progress 

should be made in the policy section for youth.  

5. Equality for Peace and Democracy (EPD) 

The goal of this organization is establishment 

of access to education for everyone. EPD is 

working to establish a coordination 

mechanism between women parliamentarians 

and women from other sectors who are all 

working for women empowerment.   

 

The goal of EPD is living in peace and 

establishment of education access for 

everyone. 

5.1. Working Area 

The area of our activities are advocating for youth and women, peace, social and legal issues. 

Training in (peace, security, administrative corruption, and good governance, research in 

budget and finance and employment).   

 

All participants in our programs are youth and we have youth network in provinces they work 

with different people.  

5.2. Findings and Discussions 

21 persons are main and volunteer staff and all of them are youth out of 21 persons 7 are 

female youth. Strength point is the volunteers work and being unite. Weak point is lack of 

projects to specifically work for youth. There were more opportunities our workshops and 
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trainings were carried out with the help of youths. Due to lack of projects and from the capacity 

building aspect we feel unable to create programs for youth. 

 

Progress should be made in the section of policy, training, advocacy, relationship and capacity 

building of this organization in regards to youth mainstreaming.  

6. Humanitarian Organization for Local Development (HOLD) 

HOLD is working to empower Afghan civil society through sustained educational programs, 

Local governance initiatives, and socio-economic development activities. 

 

Purpose: 

1. Education and empowerment 

2. Good governance through public participation & accountability. 

Socio-economic rural development HOLD is 

based in Afghan provinces of Kabul, Farah, 

Zabul, Kapisa, Ghazni, Logar and Wardak, As 

HOLD moves forward, its vision is to expand 

their programs into the eastern and central 

regions, beginning with a focus on Nangahrar, 

Laghman and Parwan Provinces They will 

expand their focus into the area of Small and 

Medium Enterprise development, and 

increased access for Afghan women to higher 

education and legal services.  

6.1. Working Area 

The areas of their activities are good governance, educational programs, awareness rising in 

parwan, Kapisa, Laghman, Jalalabad.  

They deliver courses for youth in the section of (trainings, literacy training courses, computer 

and English and library) specifically for girls. 

 Since the establishment of FarahWomen’s Empowerment Training Center (WETC) in

may of 2009. As of may, 2013, 530 women have successfully completed courses at 

WETC. 

 Leadership and Social Entrepreneurship Training for 200 Afghan female youth 

 Trained 200 men in civic education, human rights and community participation in Farah 

 Establishment of a Vocational Training Center in Kapisa for Afghan male youth 

 Trained 30 women in Kitchen Gardening in Zabul 
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 Social and legal protection services for Internally Displaced Persons (IPDs) and 

Returnees in Logar,Ghazni and wardak  

 Improved local governance in Farah province through awareness and network building 

sessions between government and civil society at district and provincial level, Radio 

programming used as an additional tool for raising awareness among public and holding 

accountable the government and NGOs for delivery of public services and development 

programs. 

6.2. Findings and Discussions 

Around 90% of their staff is male youth and 45% of them are female youth. Their request is to 

develop and provide them a policy and training in youth mainstreaming.  

7. National Humanitarian Juvenile for Afghanistan (NHJA) 

NHJA is working to Increase the ability of 

vulnerable, people harmed from the war, help with 

disables and war victims. National Humanitarian 

Juvenile for Afghanistan (NHJA) is a registered local 

non- governmental, non-political, not-for profit and 

independent organization, was established in 2002 

by a group of afghan professionals to offer 

research, vocational training, awareness raising and 

consultancy services in order to develop the lives of 

vulnerable people, and empower them to have a 

powerful society. NHJA’ aim is to implement cost-effective humanitarian relief and 

development programs that improve the social, civic and economic situation of persons with 

disabilities.  

NHJA provides workshops, seminars, training and capacity building courses, sports and cultural 

activities to bring positive significant changes in youths, women, children, war affected and 

displaced people. 

7.1. Working Area 

Vocational Trainings, Conducting trainings and fight against corruption. NHJA main office is in 

Kabul and since 2002 has active presence in Balkh,Parwan, Kundoz, Samangan, Baghlan and 

Logar provinces, also has the experience of implementing different kinds of projects for the 

people of Samangan, Faryab, Panjshir, Kapisa, Kabul,Parwan, Logar and Maidan Wardak 

Provinces They provide Vocational trainings, capacity building, professional trainings and job 

opportunities for youth. 
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7.2. Findings and Discussions 

They have 80% youth staff 20% of them are women and have the key role in the organization. 

Thestrengthpointwastheyounggirls’energytheynevergettiredwhenlearningandteaching

what they learned. 

Weak point is the lack of experience in youth for example we hired a youth in one of our 

programs who had adequate education but not work experience this caused delay in our 

program. 

The mind and belief of the society toward the youth is set that they have not the talent, ability 

and experience it is because the society was always traditional. 

During the professional trainings seminars and workshops we heed that they needed such 

programs to enhance their ability in doing jobs and get experienced and it was learning 

opportunity for them. 

Provide Trainings and seminars to build their capacities such as reporting and enhance their 

working abilities.  

8. Organization of Fast Relief & Development (OFRD) 

Organization of Fast Relief & Development 

(OFRD) is an independent, humanitarian 

non-governmental organization working to 

help and rebuild Afghanistan after decades 

of war and destruction. OFRD provides 

humanitarian assistance to crises and 

natural disasters affected people and 

refugees/internally displaced persons 

(IDPs). They cooperate and work closely 

with the civil society and other 

international development agencies in 

Afghanistan to work for reconstruction and development in Afghanistan by conducting 

development cooperation and supporting capacity development.  

The Mission of this organization is to provide quick/fast relief and humanitarian assistance to 

affected people. Fighting against poverty, illiteracy, diseases and violence to lead the 

rehabilitation and socio-economic development at national and international level. 
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8.1. Working Area 

They work in overall Afghanistan and currently we have office in 4 provinces Kabul, Mazar, 

Jalalabad, and Kandahar from 2009 till now their organization worked in different sections they 

have a project in election whatever activities they performed was delivering awareness to the 

public, following are the areas of their activities: 

 Radio Drama Serials & feature programs,  

 TV Theatre & Stage Performance 

 Print Media (Cartoon Magazine)  

 Social media, mobile telephony & interpersonal communication 

 Open and big gatherings/town halls  

 Media & Communication Training 

 
They implemented a project for youth in Uruzgan in the name of PIC peace and information 

center and in this project they give them awareness that how can they cooperate to secure the 

security. In the election they also had a program of awareness rising and motivating youth to 

take part in the election and vote.  

They said that that in every project we have a cross-cutting theme for youth but particularly in 

BNL project (Building New Life) in this project youth was emphasized a lot and specifically their 

goal is to work for youth, disables, and gender. 

8.2. Findings and Discussions  

All of their staff is youth we have 25 staff in Kabul office and 16 in provincial office and 4 of 

them are female. 

Head of finance and administration which is the main sections of an organization is youth and 

they have vital role in decision making. 

 

Weakness: 

Theydon’tanyinclusivepolicyonhowtomainstreamyouth. 

Strength:  

Their good behavior and relation with youth and the strengthening point was that they found 

volunteer youths to cooperate in our projects activities.  

 

Opportunities:  
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In the project of Building New life BNL they motivated youth in this project and mostly working 

with media so they found 7 to 8 youth and introduced them to organization and they were 

hired for the job in Tolo TV, Shamshad TV, National TV channels. And also they have an 

agreement with private universities to provide 50% discount in the fee of students introduced 

by OFRD. 

 

Challenges:  

In some of the provinces or areas motivating or changing the way they think is little bit of a 

challenge such as Uruzgan province where the people are not educated and the way their mind 

is set, it is difficult to motivate them toward public awareness or peace building. 

 

What they emphasized on and feel the need is that youth should be guided toward the right 

path they recommend for youth manual to be made and training to be provided.  

9. Pajhwok Afghan News (PAN) 

The goal of this organization is delivering 

accurate Information. Pajhwok Afghan News is 

Afghanistan’s largest independent news agency.

It headquarters in Kabul, eight regional bureaus 

and a nationwide network of reporters and 

correspondents, Pajhwok delivers an average 

daily output of three dozen stories in Pashto, Dari 

and English, Pajhwok also provides photographs, 

video footage and audio clips to international 

wire agencies, television and radio stations.   

Pajhwok’smissionhasbeen tohelpbuild adiverse Afghan media that keeps Afghan citizens 

informed promotes transparency and accountability in governance, broadens participation in 

national life and fosters respect for human rights. 

9.1. Working Area 

The areas of their activities are media, coordination; raise the voice of civil societies. They 

particularly work for the right of women and youth. They provide internship programs in 

finance, administration and media for the University students later they are introduced to other 

organizations and they own jobs. 

9.2. Findings and discussions 

They have 120 staff 80 youth and 35 of them are girls and they are the decision makers in their 

organization. They denied talking about SWOT.  
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10. Agency Coordination Body for Afghan Relief and Development 

ACBAR is an independent body for the collective voice of NGOs operating in Afghanistan, 

dedicated to aid effectiveness, capacity development, advocacy, coordination, and information 

exchange services to address the humanitarian, recovery and sustainable development needs 

of the country effectively and efficiently.  The members of ACBAR are committed to work in 

partnership with each other, the government, donors, local Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) 

and communities to support afghan – led humanitarian and development assistance. 

10.1. Working Area 

ACBAR has registered 128 members, both national and international organizations,   working in 

all sectors of humanitarian assistance and development. The members are the drive behind 

ACBAR,andtheiractiveparticipationisessentialtoACBAR’s continued dynamism. All member 

organizations provide humanitarian and development assistance to the Afghan people 

regardless of their ethnic backgrounds, political affiliations, or religious beliefs, and do not use 

such assistance to proselytize. No member organization seeks to influence Afghan politics nor 

do they support or participate in military activities. 

ACBAR members must adhere to the NGO Code of Conduct whose main headings are listed 

below. These principles embody the values that set NGOs apart from other development 

actors. 

As it was indicated above, the internship positions carrying out by youth for different 

department. 

10.2. Findings and Discussions 

The numbers of youths in ACBAR are 16 persons, and their role for making decision is graceful 

and valuable.  

The youths efforts in ACBAR is very sufficient, scramble, honestly and trying to be regular. In 

addition, the authority of ACBAR is concerning for providing opportunity for youths as much as 

possible.  

Themainchallengeslackofenoughfundsforincreasingtheyouth’sacademicknowledge,and

the opportunity, which is visible in our organization is the youths thought for improvement. 

Specialized demand for youths to have enough funds to increase their academic knowledge by 

providing abroad trainings. 

11. Community Center for the Disabled (CCD) 

CCD’svisionistocreateapositiveculturetowardsdisabilitythroughadvocacyandbuildingthe

capacity of persons with disabilities. CCD believes in the equal rights of all the segments of the 
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Afghan society including the persons with disabilities in the all social, economic, cultural and 

political aspects. 

CCD’smissionistopromoteandimprovethesocial,cultural, and economic situation of women, 
men and children with disabilities and their families so they can actively participate in Afghan 
society.  

 Objectives: 

1. Advocate for the civil and human rights of persons with disabilities in Afghanistan in 
collaboration with civil society organizations. 

2. Build the capacity of DPOs and improve social, cultural and economic situation of persons 
with disabilities in Afghanistan. 

11.1. Working Area 

Advocacy in the policy level and programs in the society, research centers, physical and digital 

library, social and sport, income  generating activities, returning system for work and learning 

for the disabled people of Afghanistan.  

They totally work for disability and in the range of 15 % disables exist in Afghanistan. 

11.2. Findings and Discussions 

They have 32 employees 70% of them are 

youths including 40% women, and they 

have role in decision making. 

Their strength point is experience in 

working for disables specifically youths and 

laws, policies international mandates. Their 

weakpointistheydon’thaveconcentration

in relation to youth.   

Their challenge is lack of enough budget 

and opportunities are creating unique 

programs for youths. 

The asked from the youth running organizations (ACSFo) to provide them Trainings on youth 

mainstreaming.  

12. Civil society & Human Rights Network (CSHRN) 
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The Civil Society and Human Rights Network (CSHRN) aims to contribute to a society based on 

democracy and the rule of law in 

accordance with human rights, where all 

people are aware of their rights and dare 

to claim them through the rule of law.  

To this end, CSHRN is working to establish 

a capable human rights movement. By this 

it aims at increasing the understanding 

and the respect for human rights and the 

rule of law for everybody in Afghanistan. 

12.1. Working Area 

The areas of their activities are establishing of strong movement of human rights, coordination 

of member organizations of the network, partner organizations government, and international 

organizations. 

And also Capacity building, monitoring the condition of human rights, advocacy on the issues, 

and influence on public awareness policy and laws. 

The programs they have for youths are; making youth networks in Mazar, Kabul and Jalalabad. 

In addition they Conduct trainings in the provinces and in the universities. 

12.2. Findings and Discussions 

Their network has 6 offices and they have 33 staff, 60% are youths including 30% girls and all of 

them have decision making role in the network. 

Strength point: Widespread presence of the network in provinces and their relations with 

governmental, nongovernmental and international organizations. 

Weak point: Lack of budget for the programs, that creates weakening in the management, also 

theydon’thaveworkexperienceinworkforyouth. 

Challenges: The big challenge is lack of solidarity of youth, unknown political situation of the 

country, and deficiency of strategy and budget of international organizations. 

Opportunities are awareness of youth from their rights, existence of organizations and 

associations of youth, administration of youth affairs and youth parliamentarians.  

Their request is further coordination of ACSFo in the programs section. ACSFo should provide 

them training on youth mainstreaming.  
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13. Afghan Women’s Educational Center (AWEC) 

The goal of AWEC is to create an environment 

where women and children have human 

rights without fear of violence and 

discrimination, and a strengthened civil 

society working for democracy, justice and 

strengthened civil society working for 

democracy, justice and gender equality.  

AfghanWomen’s Educational Center has the

mission to promote human rights and gender 

equality, and to work for abolishing all kinds of 

discrimination and violence against women and children. 

13.1. Working Area 

The areas of their activities are advocacy and capacity building of women and children on the 

streets and prompt educational trainings and political participation of women. 

Strategic programs of AWEC are as following: 

 Organizing and mobilizing women and youth groups for empowering them, through 
community based activities and approaches. 

 Ensuring protection and support of child rights; Collaboration with government 
departments on education, rights, and development issues, and capacity building 

 Mainstreaming gender awareness through sensitization for reducing gender bases 
violence and for ensuring gender equality and equity 

 Enhancing and expanding women’s participation in decision making in democratic 
structures and processes; conducting training in conflict management and peace 
building; creating awareness about democracy for youth and women 

 They currently work in more than ten provinces of Afghanistan including Kabul, wardak, 
Pakyta, Logar, Faryab, Hirat, Nangarhar, Ghor, Parwan, and Balkh. 

 

They established resource centers for university students in 4 provinces hirat, Mazar, Jalalabad, 

and Kabul. And they yearly introduce 60 persons youth to internews for training on (video and 

photography) that help them find jobs. 

13.2. Findings and Discussions 

They have 243 employees 60% to 70% of them are women and all of them are youths and they 

have role in making decisions in the organization. 

Strength point: Their strength point is training active volunteer cadres and introducing them to 

organization to be appointed for jobs and obtain their supports in the training programs.  
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The challenges they faced are lack of long term projects for capacity building and professional 

making. 

They felt that there are opportunities for capacity building programs to train those youth who 

are graduated, and obtain experience of work through various capacity building trainings to 

build their experience for work environment, but today organizations hire experienced workers 

and graduated youths remains jobless due to lack of work experience, and they believe that 

donors do not provide budgets for such capacity building programs in the projects. 

They suggested that there has to be capacity building and trainings for youth particularly in the 

provinces. 

14. Afghan Women’s Network (AWN) 

Afghan Women's Network is an advocacy 

platform functioning for women’s

empowerment since 1995. AWN has 112 

women led organizations as its members.  

The Afghan Women’s Network is a non-

partisan, non-profit network of women and 

women’s NGOs working to empower

Afghan women and ensure their equal 

participation in Afghan society. The 

members of the Network also recognize the 

value and role of children as the future of 

Afghanistan and, as such, regard the empowerment and protection of children as fundamental 

to their work. The Network seeks to enhance the effectiveness of its members by fostering 

partnerships and collaboration between members, undertaking advocacy and lobbying, and 

building their individual capacities. 

14.1. Working Area 

They work in 3 sections advocacy, coordination, and capacity building. And Alteration of laws, 

help women in problems, sharing information and keeping relations.  

They have youth committees in schools and universities, training in various sections, building 

the capacity of youth and help them in problems. 

14.2. Findings and Discussions 

They have 50 staff and 90% of them are youth and they all have role in decision making.  
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Strength point is that they have commitment with youth and their identity and prestige cause 

youth join them. Weak point is lack of budget in their organization to work particularly for 

youth. 

Their challenges are cultural problems specifically for women and lack of security and the 

opportunities are research and enthusiasm of youth to promotion and work.  

They have policy but they want the renewal of it. Trainings should be provided them on youth 

mainstreaming.  

15. Integrity Watch Afghanistan (IWA) 

The mission of Integrity Watch is to put corruption under the spotlight through community 

monitoring, research, and advocacy. We mobilize and train communities to monitor 

infrastructure projects, public services, courts, and extractives industries. We develop 

community monitoring tools, provide policy-oriented research, facilitate policy dialogue, and 

advocate for integrity, transparency, and accountability in Afghanistan. 

15.1. Working Area 

The Court Trial Monitoring Program is the first program of its kind in Afghanistan. The program 

aims to increase citizens’ participation in Afghan courts and monitor compliance to Afghan 

procedural laws. The program promotes transparency in judicial decision-making, increases 

awareness of the official rule of law system, empowers citizens to monitor trials and generate 

valuable data that can help promote higher integrity in the judiciary. 

Youth are a central part of our community outreach, capacity building exercises and are 

affected both indirectly and directly in our efforts though our efforts building communities 

knowledge base around social audits particularly in the education sector but also in the justice 

sector and in infrastructure monitoring of development projects like roads and schools. 

15.2. Findings and Discussions 

The said that: Our strengths in engaging in youth are certainly centered around our advocacy 

and community monitoring efforts where the focus is often the education and youth directly 

through monitoring schools  with regard to public service delivery and in their construction.  

Our weaknesses could be that we don’t often engage solely youth focused NGOs and 

organizations but rather take a whole of community outreach approach while also making a 

concerted effort to target women, youth and disadvantaged communities in those efforts. 

Opportunities are countless, there is a great deal of work to do at the grassroots level engaging 

and empowering communities as well as at the highest levels advocating for policy and 

legislative change in Afghanistan. 
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Threats to these critical programs are certainly the changing international community 

environment both in development assistance and in security as well as the uncertain future of 

the Afghan state in terms of public service delivery to its citizens and the political will to make 

change take place for the betterment of Afghan citizens. 

The political will at the mistrial level, particularly in the MoE (as it pertains to youth) is lacking in 

the operational activities of programs such as the EQUIP program and with regards to 

transparency and accountability of funds that effect Afghan Youth across public services. 

As far as opportunities, IWA actively engages and empowers local communities and in the area 

of education there is a great willingness to increase the quality of education and the outcome 

of infrastructure projects for increased quality of life for local communities.  

They added that: IWA would be happy to receive the manual and policy for consideration in its 

trainings advocacy and programmatic efforts. 

16. Sanayee Development Organization (SDO) 

SDO’s vision is of a Peaceful, Free and

Developed Afghanistan based upon (Islamic 

and good Afghan cultural) values. The 

population would live in peace, sustain 

themselves with dignity and be able to 

manage their own development, and that of 

the society in which they live, by being 

aware and responsible citizens.  

SDO’s mission is to contribute to the

emergence of a peaceful, developed and 

self-sustaining Afghan society through 

professional engagement in the sectors of Peace Building, Community Health, Education and 

Community Development. 

SDO’sworkwithcommunities and internally will be based upon the following core values; 

 Islamic Values: SDO seeks to work by Islamic values and respects the positive culture 

and tradition of Afghans. 

 Honesty: SDO endeavors to be honest, transparent, accountable and reliable. 

 Commitment: SDO is committed to serving the Afghan people constructively. 

 Co-operation: SDO will contribute to the promotion of a culture of peace, co-operation 

and non-violence in Afghan society. 
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 Equality: SDO is committed to equality of participation (irrespective of age, gender, 

ethnicity or disability). 

16.1. Working Area 

They are working in the following strategic work areas; 

 Community Development 

 Education 

 Community Based Health Services 

 Community Based Peace building 

In cross cutting themes they also consider Advocacy, Youth, Women, Capacity Building and 

Emergency Response. 

Their activities for youth are vocational trainings and tuitions, seeking employment, involve 

youth in peace process. 

16.2. Findings and Discussions 
They have 760 staff women 140 youth 70%, youth are member of management board and they are 

involved in the decision making. 

They said that the strength point is youth energy and power. And the weak point is that youths 

are under influence of political issues and this make the situation difficult for them. 

Challenge is when working for youth they face difficult to convince the local authorizes and 

opportunities are in the national level for youth and more important is things like higher 

education and providing jobs for them.    

17. Afghanistan Human Rights and Democracy Organization (AHRDO) 

AHRDO is committed to the promotion of 

(participatory) democracy, a culture of 

non-violence and the respect for human 

rights in Afghanistan and the region, 

principally through employing a variety of 

arts and theatre-based programs that 

create spaces for dialogue, peace-building, 

social justice, public participation and 

consequently societal transformation from 

the grassroots up.   
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AHRDO aims to complement the ongoing democratizing efforts with activities that are rooted 

and informed by local cultural tradition and values, exploring unique ways that support the 

people of Afghanistan to create a vision of the future and provide opportunities for them to 

transform fear into friendship, disappointment into hope, knowledge into understanding, 

hesitation into action and individual efforts into collective power  for the purpose of building a 

peaceful, just and democratic society. 

Objectives: 

 To support the creation of physically and emotionally safe spaces for the most 

marginalized people of Afghanistan to authentically explore their issues and conflicts, 

identify ways to empower themselves and start identifying concrete action towards 

transforming their lives. 

 To contribute to the gradual but irreversible creation of human rights and democracy 

from an imported and alien phenomenon to an internally rooted and defined set of 

cultural and social ethics. AHRDO believes that every society needs to define its own set 

of democratic forms and characteristics bases on the different accounts of history, 

culture and level of development, in comparison with other societies. 

 To facilitate the cultivation and appreciation of the arts in general and the theater in 

particular while also encouraging the active participation of Afghans from all walks of 

life in the production and implementation of arts-based activities with the final aim of 

making them an integral part of local culture and the local fabric. 

 To promote non-violent dialogue on issues regarding transitional justice, peace and 

reconciliation in Afghanistan via the invitation of victims’ associations to take centre

stage in deciding how to deal with past violence and human rights abuses in the 

country. 

 To foster spaces for thewomenofAfghanistan to raiseawarenessonwomen’s issues, 

widen the spectrum of discussion on the nature of these issues and gradually self-

empower in order for omen, in collaboration with civil society and the public at large, to 

be able in the short, medium and long-term, to become actively participating and 

critically reflecting citizens in the shaping of democracy and equal gender relations in 

Afghan society. 

 To encourage the active public participation of the most marginalized groups in the 

country to take a key role in deciding how to move forward in the democratization of 

their society through community dialogue and the search for grassroots strategies for 

change. 

 AHRDO has a strong faith that the current political climate requires for civil society and 

human rights organizations to shift their focus to the so called softer aspects of 

democratization and human rights promotion in Afghanistan. To achieve the stated 
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objectives in an efficient, accountable but also creative and innovative manner, AHRDO 

has decided to employ a series of unique art-based methodologies with different but 

ultimately complementary components. Some of these methodologies include: Theater 

of the Oppressed, Playback Theater, Radio Drama as well as Poetry and Music. 

17.1. Working Area 

The area of thier activities is providing Training courses and awareness raising, theater-based 

programs for victims, Legal, psycho therapeutic and advocacy. 

For youth they do Awareness Theater, under age marriages, theater for children in crises and 

together with UNICEF they work on a program for youth who migrate illegally and addicted 

youth they provided awareness raising in these regards to them in Kandahar, Nimroz provinces 

and they particularly work on youth issues.  

17.2. Findings and Discussions  

AHRDO has 16 staff in Kabul and 12 in Mazar and all of them are youth. Insecurity scathes the 

process of the program for example we had a program in FES office in 2009 near Indian 

embassy during the program an explosion happened in the embassy nearby the venue and we 

had to discontinue. 

Majority of the participants of the trainings pay more attention how to benefit financially from 

the event than the subject and quality of the training. 

Opportunities are more for youth they are very creative we should give them chances of 

participation, they should have vision and always think positive. 

There has to be Coordination between partners of civil society to avoid repetition of the 

activities or programs.  

Through media and schools awareness should be raised about citizen right, legal rights of the 

common people of the society. 

18. Afghan Women’s Rights Organization (AWRO) 

AWRO is working to advocacy for women 

right, capacity building of women. They have 

started their activities since 7 years in 

empowerment of democracy, human rights 

(particularly women in the view of Islam) 

and in rule of law and access to justice.  

Their goal is to empower the culture of 

democracy, access to justice and capacity 
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building in the various regions (particularly women).  

They use different method of advocacy and lobbing and mostly involve the participation of 

women and youth in the process of peace and policies, they find research and work on the 

policies that need to be work on it, and they make different group of youths and together with 

these youth groups and civil society organizations they work in various provinces and regions so 

they could by the public themselves bring a change, and civilize those particular methods  in 

public so they will carry on such civil moves in the future. 

18.1. Working Area 

They have activities in these areas Access to justice, Capacity building, human rights, 

empowerment of democracy in 15 provinces of Afghanistan, and they have Central office in 4 

provinces Kabul, Nangarhar, Heart and Parwan. 

Youth Involvement  

They have training programs for youth capacity building and also they have internship program 

in various subjects they promote their education and talent level. 

Mostly they encourage and teach them and having their cooperation step by step in their 

projects. Before the beginning of their program they make a group of youth who work 

volunteer from the start till end of the program.  

They have protocol with Administration of youth affairs When they implement a project before 

the start of the project they held meetings with youth affairs department. 

They are in touch with universities and with the youths in media and they introduce youth their 

organization to cooperate in their programs. 

18.2. Findings and Discussions  

They have 15 youth staff 9 are female and they are allowed to make decisions to promote their 

talent. Whenever they design a project or a making manual they ask for their recommendations 

and views. And also in every meeting they give the youth contribution to provide their views. 

Their strength point as he mentioned is that they understand the youth problems, needs, and 

they can quickly grab their cooperation and they know their requirement and these youths 

work for years as volunteers with them in Kabul and in provinces. They provide them trainings 

on new materials and subjects to they gain knowledge and experience even in decision making 

of their organization programs these volunteers are allowed to participate in their office these 

are the strength points. And always they do the mobilization. 

Weak point: They are financially and from the resource point of view unable to help youth who 

need assistance in various aspects and have a survey of institutions where youths are involved 

and point out needs and requirements to know youth needs and requirements.  
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Challenges: They have lack of resource and financial support. 

Opportunities: Educational opportunities are more for youth there are universities access to 

education is more and most of youth are talented some of them are masters and even applying 

for their ph.ds this shows that in the coming one decade we will have elite youth in our society. 

They requested for policy in the national level and also in civil society organizations trainings for 

graduated students to get professional so they get prepared for the applied jobs. 

19. Feminine Solidarity for Justice (FSJO) 

Feminine Solidarity for Justice Organization is 

the first Victims Network in Afghanistan 

which is committed to create a strong 

network of the victims of the conflict around 

the country and to raise human rights 

awareness, advocate, lobby and provide 

certain services (Psychotherapy, Trauma 

Healing, Consolations and others) for the 

victims of the human rights violations in 

Afghanistan, The FSJO is committed to raise 

the voices of the victims of human rights 

violations through media, peaceful gatherings, peaceful demonstrations and meetings.   

Vision: 

Their vision is to support victims of human rights abuses in Afghanistan 

 To enable them to have access to support services such as psychotherapy, neurological 

support, trauma healing and consultation services. 

 To establish the facts about what happened to them or to their relatives  

 To ensure that judicial prosecutions and accountability procedures are established and 

enforced for human rights violations. 

Mission: 

In order to fulfill their vision, their mission is to: 

 Establish a strong Survivors Network for Afghan living in Afghanistan for those living 

abroad. 

 Provide some services (psychotherapy, neurological support, trauma healing consultation 

services and others) to victims and to lobby for the services to expand by the 

government. 
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 Lobby the Afghan government and international community to ensure that the truth 

about human rights violations is made public and that justice is provided to the 

survivors. 

 Document cases in preparation for future prosecution and accountability processes 

 Work in collaboration with other organizations for the realization of the vision and 

mission. 

19.1. Working Area 

The areas of their activities are human rights, psychotherapy, advocacy, and training about 

force marriages.  

They have trainings for youth in the section of vocational trainings, vocational and income 

generating training to women to increase their economic independence, professional 

vocational courses for young girls. 

19.2. Findings and Discussions  

They have 15 staff 80% is youth and 80% girl and they have role in decision making. Their 

strength point is that they have specific plan for youth and their projects are particularly for 

youth. 

Opportunities are that they had coordination with governmental and nongovernmental 

organizations. 

Challenges are lack of project for youth and sometimes the local organization department does 

not cooperate with them.  

They need policy and training on youth mainstreaming. 

20. The Kilid Group (TKG) 

TKG is working to lead the society, inform and educating them through enhancing public 

access to critical information, promote civic media, freedom of speech.  

The main purpose and goal of The Killid Radio is to educate, inform, lead the society 

and especially the youth including capacity building, and participation of them in various 

areas of political, economical, and social affairs.  

20.1. Working Area 

The Kilid is independent news broadcasting organization, which is working in different political, 

social, educational, cultural and other relevant areas. 

Including working in the capacity building of youth; we prepare some specific radio discussion 
and programs that talks on the needs, concerns and experiences of youth. Through this way, we 
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share mentioned things with youth relevant government entities and officials. We host 
different debates on youth concerned talking points according to our mission or goal of radio. 
Regular news reports are broadcasted on youth associated activities in different sectors of 
spots, education, politics, social and culture.  

20.2. Findings and Discussions 

They said that: in our Jbad branch of The Kilid Radio, total 15 staff members are employed. All 

of them counted in defined age for youth. Our team of named number staff is included 2 

females as well. All of them are in the role to participate in organizational decision making.  

To analyze our strength and weakness of our organization, it is considered out strong point 
having much more programs and radio programs for youth. They include academic, political, 
and social ones through which we build and enhancing their information capacity in stated 
areas. These programs are prepared and broadcasted by the requests of youth. They are very 
much supportive to our programs focused on youth relevant issues in the society. We are 
maintained a large percentage of youth by listening, participating, and hosting those radio 
programs. There is no an important weakness to reveal.  

As we have many more youth relevant radio programs broadcast through the Kilid Radio every 

day. Most of them are aimed to convey the voice of youth to concerned government officials. It 

is a bid problem to give the entire messages or demands of youth in relevant area to 

government entities or/and officials. Also, a big range of youth hopes from the media 

organization to be responded on time, we have been faced and experienced throughout of 

business.  

These are the opportunities for our media organization that we have maintained a large 

amount of youths remained permanent listeners, programs hosts, and participants, who can 

supply us with their positive comments for improvement of our programs.  

The added that: We are need of youth relevant policy to be provided by youth specialist 
organization. Including this, we need some capacity building programs or our internal staff 
members along with youth who are currently allied us as volunteers in many different 
programs. We welcome some job opportunities as well for our youth staff in other relevant 
organization. We are requesting from youth specialist organization to provide us with 
opportunities to participate in coordination meetings of other youth relevant organizations in 
order to share our experiences and practices with them and the same with us in improving our 
youth concerned activities.  

C. Tawanmandi Partners in Jalalabad Province 

Needs Assessment in Jalalabad province conducted from 13th May and ended 18th May 2014. 

In this assessment we have covered around 11 partners of Tawanmandi, that the partners list 
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shared by Tawanmandi with ACSFo. Around 11 assessed Tawanmandi partners in Jalalabad 

province just we have brought 5 of them in this report, the remaining parts were assessed in 

Kabul as well.  

1. Afghan Amputee Bicyclists for Rehabilitation & Recreation (AABRAR) 

AABRAR's goal is to see Afghanistan free of 

violence, prejudice and discrimination where 

everyone as the right to basic needs, education, 

social justice and equality.  

1.1. Working Area 

As we have mentioned earlier that our 

organization is working for disables, orphans 

and widows so for this purpose we have 

worked in public understanding sector, 

vocational trainings, media and sports and help 

them to have easy access to all concerned departments.   

At province level we have implemented a project Preparation for Kankor Examination especially 

for youths at different centers and which have shown good results at the end of project. Also 

we have worked with youth to let them know about their legal rights, government law and 

other laws which are important for them while living in the society. 

1.2. Findings and Discussions 

The said that; In total with Tawanmandi project 18 employees are working in our organization many of 

them are female employees. From the top level management, their voices & opinions are heard and 

they have played an important role in decision making process throughout implementing the project. 

Youths have shown high interest in all projects. Their commitment towards our projects and 

activities is highly desirable which strength of our project is. 

Wedidn’tsee any issue which stops us from working with youth. While working with youth we 

didn’tfaceanyparticularthreat. 

The added that: Keeping in minds the needs and challenges of youth, it will be great to develop 

a policy or strategy, manual and training opportunities. They are all very important for youth 

development but most importantly it should be also noticed how better we can implement 

these policies and strategies or training programs. 
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2. Afghan Disable and Vulnerable Society (ADVS) 

The goal of this organization is Conflict resolution in villages, districts and provinces of 
Afghanistan and through this achieving peace and stability.  

The Tawanmandi-ADVS project is designed for disables and vulnerable people in order to 
contribute in bringing up peace through conflict resolution, education for disables and work for 
their needs. Our project goal is to provide an environment full of peace and resolve all big 
issues in the villages, districts and provinces of Afghanistan among local residents. 

ADVS will also run different programs in all mentioned provinces to ensure people have access 
to local officials, civil society and media as a result of which they can better and quickly solve all 
their matters. 

2.1. Working Area 
They said that: as we have mentioned earlier that our organization is working with peace and conflict 

issues but our project from Tawanmandi is particularly targeting or engaging with youth, providing 

trainings and running capacity building programs for different stakeholders in Nangarhar, Paktya and 

Laghman provinces. From Nangarhar province we are working in three districts which include Kama, 

Surkhrod and Khewa. 

At province level, we have organized different youth councils, youth groups and we have 

arranged meetings with them and working with different civil societies. Through this we are 

able to find out their problems, challenges and so on and will help us to better implement our 

project. 

2.2. Findings and Discussions 
The said that: Totally 19 employees are working with us in this organization 3 of them are females. The 

majority of staff is youth, in decision making all staff, especially youth giving their opinions in 

organization activities and organization development. Head of organization feel himself/herself 

responsible to consider and respect the youth and staff opinion. 

We strongly recommend that professional youth should be working in all organizations either 

government or non government agencies. We have seen that youths are very interested for 

such programs for example attending our regular meetings, giving their opinions regarding 

different issues. 

We found out those weaknesses of youth one of them is that they are not playing any role in 

many government sectors. Their economic problems stop them from further higher education. 

Opportunities: 
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 During implementation of our project and doing some research, we found out that 

youths are very interested for such programs. They are willing to find suitable jobs 

where they can support themselves and their families financially. 

 Through such programs they learn about their legal rights while living in the society. 

 
Threats: 
 

 Intheareaswhereweareimplementingourprojectnormallywedidn’tfaceanybig
threat but still occasionally security threat is available.  

 

The added that: In every field we are asking to provide opportunities for youth development. 

They have many problems and each training will help them in capacity building.  

We also request to provide platforms for trainings in different sectors like time management, 

report writing skills, communication skills, IT and other courses for youth. 

3. Health & Social Development Organization (HSDO) 

The goal of this organization is Capacity Building of Civil Societies, government agencies, youth 

& to provide trainings about peace & conflict resolution.  

The Tawanmandi-HSDO project is designed to contribute in health sector particularly treatment 
of drug addicts. Our organization also provides training opportunities for young nurses & 
doctors. It is also to mention that we are providing different trainings to civil societies, 
government agencies, religious scholars & youth in order to build their capacities in the areas of 
peace & conflict resolutions. 

HSDO will also run an advocacy program in other provinces to ensure people have access to 
local officials, civil society and media as a result of which their demands for peace & conflict 
resolution will be heard and amplified. 

3.1. Working Area 

The said that: as we have mentioned earlier that our organization is working with health issues but we 

our project from Tawanmandi is based on areas like peace & conflict resolution, providing trainings and 

running capacity building programs for different stakeholders in Jalalabad, Lalpura, Achin, Marco and 

Ghanikhil districts. Currently we are running a clinic for drug addicts in Marco district. 

Our activities are not specific for youth, but the majorities of our stakeholders are youths. 

Educating or providing trainings to young doctors and nurses in health sector in order to build 

their capacities. Focusing on those civil societies which are engaged with youth and providing 

trainings to them in peace process & conflict resolution. We are also working to build strong 

youth network in the future. 
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3.2. Findings and Discussions 

The said that: totally 10 employees are working in this organization out of which 5 are females. The 

majority of staff is youth, in decision making all staff, especially youth giving their opinion in organization 

activities and organization development. Head of organization feel himself/herself responsible to 

consider and respect the youth and staff opinion. 

We strongly recommend that professional youth should be working in all organizations either 

government or non government agencies. Our strength is that we have hired youths in our 

organization and they are capable of implementing different projects, they are well trained, 

experienced and very updated with technological changes. 

We are requesting to provide opportunities for training of youth in the Management area. We 

will be very pleased for upcoming projects for youth and such capacity building programs. 

Opportunities: 

 During implementation of our project and doing some research, we found out that 

youths are very interested for such programs. Now they want to change their life styles, 

get educated and build their capacities. 

 Through such programs they learn about their legal rights while living in the society. 

 Having good experience working with youth. 

 Having better communication with governmental and non-governmental organizations 

for attraction of their support in youth programs. 

 
 
 

Threats: 

 Intheareaswhereweareimplementingourprojectnormallywedidn’tfaceanybig
threat but still occasionally security threat is available.  

 

They added that: Ourorganizationdoesn’thaveanyspecificpolicyandstrategyforYouth.AndI

request from those experts and organization to make a unite policy for Youth to highlight the 

role of youths in society.  

We also request to provide platforms for trainings in different sectors like management, 

administration, IT and other courses for youth. 

4. Organization of Social Development and Legal Right (OSDLR) 

SDLR is established to work in the areas of general capacity building, legal awareness, people 
access to justices and different poverty diminution or fighting against poverty.  
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4.1. Working Area 

The said that: according to our main 

organizational goals, we are working 

mainly in the areas of legal capacity 

building and legal awareness 

programs. Including this, our 

activities are focused on different 

aspects of social relevant programs as 

well.  

Most of our organizational activities 

or programs are concentrated on 

youth as main target group. 

Currently, we have commenced 

general awareness trainings for youth and different workshops on research journalism for local 

young journalists. Many more relevant activities have been performed for the capacity building, 

development, and youth mainstreaming.   

4.2. Findings and Discussions  

They said that: in general, our organization is included youth (girls and boys) as staff members in 

different organizational cells. Currently, there are 18 youth being employed including one female. All 

those are involved in high or managerial level decision making of our programs.   

They mentioned that: Our strength point in youth relevant programs, we are quite sensitive and 

active in the implementation of youth relevant granted projects. In every project 

implementation area, we first contact with the youth and its groups and networks in the terms 

of better implementation of the youth-oriented project. As experienced, the youth have been 

contributed much to our project.  

The weakness is no availability of funding to our youth planned project. if you the donors grants 

us with enough fund to our project for the development and capacity building of youth; there 

will be significant changes happen in identifying, prioritizing, and solution in the needs, 

concerns of youth.  

Entirely, the big issue or threat we faced during working for youth was low level of education in 

youth cluster.   

The added that: My suggestion is focused on having an effective policy for youth relevant 

needs, concerns, and issues. Then, supplying them with necessary trainings in different areas 

for the being active and mobilized  in the society in terms of performing their responsibilities in 

the promoting, developing, getting rid of social shortcomings in the society.  
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5. Youth Health & Development Organization (YHDO) 

YHDO’sgoalistoworkwithyouthhealth&

youngfemale’spublicunderstanding

programs (legal rights, access to justice, 

violence). 

The Tawanmandi-Youth Health and 
Development Organization (YHDO) is an 
Afghanistan youth initiative that promotes 
health, and advocate for the right of 
young people in the country. YHDO also 
runs programs for empowerment of 
women like access to justice, legal rights 
and stopping violence against young 
women.  

YHDO provides a range of services to Afghan youth and other marginalized groups in wider 
society, to improve their living condition through strengthening their socio-economic 
conditions. 

5.1. Working Area 

The said that: Our organization is working in Jalalabad city & three districts including Surkhrod, 

Kuz Kunar & Behsood for youth development in health sector, socio economic and legal sectors. 

We are arranging different workshops, training programs for youth so that they have access to 

justice, human rights and all legal rights of women. These capacity building programs have been 

very successful for YHDO in order to minimize or completely stop those incidents such as 

violence against young women and their legal rights. 

5.2. Findings and Discussions 

The mentioned that: totally 4 employees are working in this organization out of which 1 of 

them is female. They are working in different parts of the province as Peer Educators & running 

different awareness programs of youth development. 

Although we are implementing our projects successfully in all those target areas with the help 

of our staff. They have easy access to go to those areas and arrange training programs for youth 

in different villages, districts and province. These employees are talented and experienced but 

there are some problems existing within our organization which we feel it as our weakness. 

Opportunities: 
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 During implementation of our project, doing some research and arranging different 

training programs for youth in those target areas, we found out that youths are very 

interested for such programs. Now they want to change their life styles, get educated 

and build their capacities. 

 Through such programs they learn about their legal rights while living in the society. 

 Having good experience working with youth. 

 Having better communication with governmental and non-governmental organizations 

for attraction of their support in youth programs. 

 
Threats: 

 Intheareaswhereweareimplementingourprojectnormallywedidn’tfaceanybig
threat. 
 

The added that: We suggest all those expert organizations to develop policies and strategies for 

youths which will help them in better development. Also such programs like trainings, 

workshops, seminars and all those related programs should be arranged in order to better 

educate our youngsters particularly our female youths. These programs should be extended to 

far distance villages and districts of provinces of the country. 

II. Overall Findings and Discussions 

In accords to the overall assessment in 3 targeted provinces (Kabul, Balkh and Nangarhar) our 

findings can illustrated as following: 

 Most of the Tawanmandi Partners don’t have any inclusive policy on youth

mainstreaming and youth engagement 

 Most of the Tawanmandi Partners have more programs to engage the youth in their 

activities and programs  

 Most of the Tawanmandi Partners beneficiaries are youth at the project level 

 Most of the Tawanmandi Partners concern from the corruption and saying that the 

corruption sometimes made us to be behind our activities timeline or not able to 

implement our activities 

 Most of the partners still don’t participate in any workshops or trainings under the

name of Youth Mainstreaming or Youth Engagement that how to engage youth in 

government policies and programs 

 Low communication among stakeholders 

 High concerns about absence of governmental realistic youth programs 

 Their information, experience & expertise to work with youth are very limited 

unprofessional. 
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 Youth’schallengespriorityisanimportantissuebuttheydon’thavemuchexperiencein

thispart.Eventheydon’tknowhow to prioritize their needs and challenges.  

 Youthdevelopmentorbuildingyouth’s capacitiesand finding jobs for themareother

issues where Tawanmandi Partners are not very experts. 

 Communication & Cooperation among Tawanmandi Partners is very weak and up to 

some extenttheydidn’tknoweachotherandtheirworkprograms. 

 Unfortunately, ourTawanmandiPartnersdidn’twanttomentiontheirweaknessesina

clear sense. 

III. Overall Conclusions and Recommendations 

In accords to the overall assessment in 3 targeted provinces (Kabul, Balkh and Nangarhar) our 

Recommendations can illustrated as following: 

 Tawanmandi partners should be able to inclusive Policy or Strategy on how to 

mainstream youth in their programs and governmental entities policies, strategies, 

programs and activities 

 Tawanmandi partners should be able to develop and programs on how to how to 

mainstream youth therefore, they need trainings accordingly 

 ACSFo as a youth oriented organization should be in contact and communication with 

the other Tawanmandi partners and provide them prompt technical assistance and 

advice in accords to how to mainstream youth into polices 

 ACSFo as a youth oriented organization should provide Capacity Building Trainings on 

youth mainstreaming and youth engagement issues 

 Developing of youth mainstreaming manual for training  

 Advocacy on youth rights and counter challenges 

 Lobbying in Parliament for public policy and youth interest in governmental policies 

 Channelize communication with Donors for fundraising to support youth projects 

 More meetings should be arranged for better communication & cooperation amongst 

Tawanmandi Partners. They should also be highly motivated to cooperate & support 

more each others. 

 The Tawanmandi partners should take part in workshops in areas like Youth 

Mainstreaming, Advocacy & Management. 

IV. Assessment Challenges 

DuringtheAssessmentperiodwehaven’tfaceanychallenges,butit’smentionablethatsome

to the Tawanmandi partners give time for ACSFo so long time after rapports.  

 


